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In the following index, a lowercase letter appears after each page number. This letter points to the column an entry appears in. For example, "A" refers to the first column on page 47; "56c" to the third column on page 56.

All page numbers in A2-Central's fifth volume begin with a 5, as in 5.00. To save space, the initial "5." was dropped from the page numbers in this index.

A

A-Doc 92b
A+ see magazines (A+)
A2-Central
AppleLink mail box 38b
changes 58a, 70a-70b
Compuserve mail box 38b
corrections 6, 12a, 51a, 56a, 84a, 91a
developer conference 7b, 16b, 23d, 57a-57b
direction of 70b
font clearing house see (fonts; clearing house)
index 35c
newsletters fonts 1b
quote permissions 52b
publications of 71b-72b
Academic Courseware Exchange 52a
ADB see (Apple Desktop Bus)
Addison-Wesley 52a-52b
addresses
($00CA) 79c low byte of address to disassemble start
($00CB) 79c high byte of address to disassemble start
($0CB0) 23b-23c Apple IIgs Shadow register
($D7D2) 8c return to Applesoft on Ilgs
($D623) 8c jumps to $D7D2 on Ilgs
($D900) 8c return to Applesoft
($F660) 57b misassembly error on II-Plus
($F800) 79c disassemble entry point
Advanced Disk Utilities 29c
Advanced Technical Services 6c
Alpha Systems Corporation 21a-21b
American Educational Services 84b
American Micro Research 58b
analog to digital converter 59b-59c
animation
HyperStudio see (Roger Wagner Software; HyperStudio)
P.P.L.E. Co-op see (TechAlliance)
APDA/Ag see (Apple Programmers and Developers Association; APDA/Ag)
Applause! 91a
Apple Assembly Line 8a, 53c
Apple Associates 10b-11a
Apple Computer Australia see also (Apple Computer Inc; support; international)
developer conference 58b
Apple Computer Inc
contacts
Apple II Video Overlay Card see (cards; Apple II Video Overlay)
copy protection 9a
dead evaluators 13b-13c
directions of 12b-13a, 34b
device conduct 52a
debugging 5a
HyperCard library 36a, 63c
hyperlinks 36a
legal issues
trademark infringement
Apple Corp 17a
Geo Technology 26a
profits 9b
prospects 83b
quarterly report 6b
rumors 12a, 81a
software licensing 39c
support
developer 9b-11b
international 23c-24c, 27b-27c, 32b, 56b
contact 37b
service policies 21a-21b, 27a-27b
technical notes see (technical)
trademark infringement see (Apple Computer Inc; legal issues)
VRA program 33c, 51a-52a
Apple Desktop Bus
bar code scanner 93c
infrared remote 26b
long cables 33c-64a
repairing 80a-80b
Apple Direct 11a, 83b
Apple Fiestas 21b
Apple File Exchange Translator 64c
Apple Nederland 23c
Apple Partners 9b-10a
Apple Programmers and Developers Association 11a
techniques from 53b
Apple Programmers Workshop 11a
APDA/Ag 11a
Apple II (general)
cassette
playing 7c-8a
demise predictions 6b
fire hazard 52a-53b
handcapped applications 11b
software upgrades see (upgrades; Apple system software)
Apple II Developers Association 57b, 77a
Apple IIc
keyboard extensions 66a
portable 30b-30c
power connector 30c
Apple IIc plus
disk drives see (disk drives; Apple IIc plus)
keyboard extensions 68a
memory expansion see (cards; memory; expansion: Apple IIc)
Apple IIGS
battery replacement 21a-21b, 27a-27c, 37b, 77a
control panel standards 7b-7c, 13b, 53a-53c
desktop publishing see (desktop publishing)
disk drives see (disk drives; Apple IIGS)
Glass machine 33a
Finder
AppleShare 34a, 61a
device scanning 7a, 12a
tips 7a
UnixDesk
polling see (Apple IIgs; Finder; device scanning)
GS/OS see (GS/OS)
FATAL system error 911 see (bugs/fixes; Apple IIgs; fatal system error 911)
fonts see (fonts)
memory card see (cards; memory; Apple IIgs)
PDI upgrade see (upgrades and updates; Apple IIgs; PAL)
print speed 3b
startup device scanning 14a
SYSTEM folder
DRIVERS
APPLE DISKS 2.5
upgrades see (upgrades and updates; Apple IIgs)
Apple IIgs Firmware Reference Manual see (books)
Apple IIgs Hardware Reference see (books)
Apple IIgs Machine Language for Beginners see (books)
Apple IIgs Technical Note #22 see (books)
Apple IIgs Technical Note #29 see (books)
Apple IIgs Tool Box Reference, Volume 2 see (books)
Apple VideoPort 11a
Apple CDC SC Developers Guide see (books; Apple CDC SC Developers Guide)
AppleFest
Boston 11a, 26a
Macintosh encroachment 12a
San Francisco 52a, 78b
AppleLink 11a, 38b
AppleLink Industrial Edition 2b, 38b
AppleLink Personal Edition 38b-39c
Laser 12 compatibility 38b-38c
ShrinkIt see (ShrinkIt; AppleLink Personal Edition)
AppleShare Programmers Guide for the Apple IIgs see (books; AppleShare Programmers Guide for the Apple IIgs)
AppleShare IIgs Workstation Software see (networks; AppleShare)
AppleWorks
control (dd)-on token 44a
control (dd)-off token 44a
control-C(enter) 44a
control-F (full) justification 44a
control-L underline on/off 44a
control-N(normal) left justification 44a
control-P(agen) break 44a
control-R(right) justification 44a
data base
2 page forms 22c
data conversion
Microsoft Works 31c, 64c, 66b, 95a-95c
date format
format 45a, 79a, 85a-85b
sorting 54b, 79a, 85a-85b
dictionary 43a-43b
files
creation date 38a-38b
DIF 42b see also (DIF)
formats 71a
naming 79a-79b
recovery 39a
footers 44b
forms generation 85c
headers 44b
inverse printing 55c, 65a, 84a
shells
printing 3 across 53c-54a, 69b-69c
LaserWriter 68c-69a
mail merge
date conversion 22b-22c, 22c
market share 46b
memory
2 meg limit 6a, 29c-30a
menu snapshots 13b, 21b-21c, 55a
page numbering 31b-31c
printers 27c-28a, 42b-42a
RAM disks
wasted space 11b
recalibration 15c
site license see (Claris; AppleWorks; site license)
space $ - trouble 54a-54b
spelling checker 43a-43b, 46a
spreadsheet
new functions 45a-45b
3.0 41a-46b
time formats 46b
open-apple 44b
open-apple - 44b
open-apple left arrow 44b
open-apple right arrow 44b
open-apple delete 44b
open-apple (Alt) 45a
open-apple (Control) 44a
open-apple (Option) 44a, 45a, 46a
open-apple (Record select) 45a
open-apple (Tab) 44a
open-apple (Lights) 45a
open-apple (Toggle spelling) 43a
patches see (patches; AppleWorks)
tabs
data importing 43a-45b
word processor 44a
AppleWorks Programmer's Association 58b
Applied Engineering
AppleWorks expansion software compatibility
Beagle Bros. TimeOut Paint 14b
Applied iOS ascenders see (fonts; ascenders)
aspsects see (fonts; aspects)
ascenders
Merlin 6.16 20b
Merlin 8.16 20b
Merlin 16 20b
Merlin 16 Plus 22b-21a
Association for Computers in Mathematics and Science Teaching 21b
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AppleWorks see (AppleWorks; data conversion)
Macintosh 87c, 95-95c
MS-DOS - Apple II 65a-66c, 95e-95c
Finder:
Apple MLgs see (Apple MLgs; Finder)
Macintosh see (Macintosh; Finder)
FontView see (Data Transforms Inc; FontView)
fonts 1a-4a
Apple Mechanic see (Beagle Bros; Apple Mechanic)
availability 2a
ascenders 1a, 2a-2b
Bengal 1a
clearing house 2a, 4a-4b, 67c
conversion 87c
Courier 1a
editors:
Font Doctor 2a, 28b
Font Munge 87c
ProDOS 8 version 28b
descenders 1a
DOS Toolkit see (DOS Toolkit)
face 1a
family 1a
files:
structure 4a-6a
type 2a
changing 2a
foreign character access 7a-7b
header 4a, 4b-6a
Helvetica 1a
Higher Text II see (Higher Text II)
IDS 5a
leading 1a
location table 4a
Macintosh 2b-6b
offset/width table 4a
point 1a
proportional 1b
sans serif 1a
serifs 1a
standards see (protocols and standards; fonts)
strike 4a
style 1a
bold 1a
bolditalic 1a
italic 1a
plain 1a
shadow 1a
 underline 1a
size 1a
surface 1a
v-height 1a
foreign characters 7a-7b
Franklin computers 26a
G
GEnie
access charges 27a-27b, 79a
Canada access 79a
font library 2a
NuGenP support 49a
GeoPub see (idisktop publishing; programs; GeoPub)
graphics:
converting 28c
Graphics Exchange see (Roger Wagner Software; Graphics Exchange)
Gribouille see (word processing; Gribouille)
GRID$ 85c, 91a
GSOS
Apple SCSI manager 34a
Apple II Parallel Card see (cards; Apple II Parallel Card)
Apple II SCSI Card see (cards; Apple II SCSI Card)
AppleShare see (networks; AppleShare)
boot disk creation 58a-58b
CDA
keystrokes 40c
compatibility 67a-67b
control panel 44b
disk cache 34b
disk corruption 31c
drivers 13c
APPLEDISK3.5
collect read 33a
APPLEDISK3.5
console 34a
parallel driver
converting to other cards 26b, 34a-35b, 38a-38b
printer 33b-34a
Epson printer driver 26b
ExpressLoad 33a
Event Gain 40c
5.0
33a-34a, 57a
shipping 59a
5.02 83b
fonts see (fonts)
installer 58a, 63a, 77b
installing 53a 63b
licensing 39c
networks see (networks)
ProDOS FST 13c
quit query 55c
sparse files 21c
System Disk swapping 39b-39c
tools 34a
troubles general remedies 13b-12c
scanning disks on boot 14a
version numbers 79a
virus write protect see (bugs; fixes; GSOS; write protect)
GO/OS Reference see (books; GSOS Reference)
H
Hacker 29c
handicapped 11b
hard disks
Applied Engineering 51a
Applied Ingenuity 51a
cases 7a-7b
Chinook 30b
CT-40c 65a
Cifit 51b
CMOS 6c-7b
controller cards see (cards; hard disk)
constructing 7b, 28c-28b
formatting utilities 29c, 65b
formatting 29b-29c
interleave 29c, 86c
partitioning 28b, 65b
94b-95a
power supply 6b-6c, 7a-7b, 28b-28a, 40b
SCSI (card) see (cards; hard disk, SCSI)
50b
power supply 6b-6c, 40b
ProDOS ROM 6c
Hard Drives International 7a
Hagi Electronics 67c-67c
Helvetica (font) see (fonts; Helvetica)
Higher Text II b
Hometown U.S.A. 37b
Howardcraft 52a-92b
HyperCard 35a, 82b
HyperStudio see (Roger Wagner Publishing; HyperStudio)
I
I/O ERROR 32a
Icon 53b
IDG Communications/Peterborough 17a
Imagewriter see (printers; Imagewriter)
Imagewriter LD see (printers; Imagewriter LD)
ImageWorks II 52c
indexed sequential access method 74a-76b, 85a-85b
Integer BASIC see (languages; basic; Integer BASIC)
ISAM see (indexed sequential access)
method
J
JDF Micro Devices 6b, 40b
JEM Software 54a, 90b
Double Data 90b
Flexible 90c
I.O. Silver 90b
MiniPaint 90b
Mr. Invoice 90b
joystick 78a, 87b-97c
K
KERMIT 49b
KeyCaps see (MECC; KeyCaps)
Kinetix FastPath 52b
Kinko's 52a
Kodak 26b-27a
Kula Index 53c
L
Lam see (programs; S.H. Lam)
language card see (cards; language)
languages assembly publications 12b
BASIC
Appiosoft editors 67c, 92b
list formatting 47b-47c
learning see (programming; learning; Appiosoft)
math precision 53c
rembering 67c
time reading 47c-48a
translating see (GW-BASIC and Microl Advanced BASIC (below))
GW-BASIC 66c, 77c
Integer BASIC 37c-38a
Microl Advanced BASIC 15-16c, 23c
Microl BASIC 13b
TML BASIC 15a
ZBASIC 13b
C
Manu C 13b, 69c
ORCA/6c
Forth 12b
Lego 12b
Lego TC Logo 31b
Terrapin Logo 31b
Pascal
Apple Pascal 13a-13b, 67a, 79b-79c
Instant Pascal 13a-13b
Kyan Pascal 13a-13b, 37b, 55b
ORCA/Pascal 67a, 79b-79c
ProPascal 67a 67b
Turbo Pascal 21a-21b
PROMAL 13b
Laser Computer 26a
support
developer 57a-57b
education 36b
marketing 57a, 83b
upgrades see (upgrades and updates; Laser Computer)
LaserJet warranty 36b
LaserJet 12b 26a
LaserJet 126EXC 26a
LaserJet 126EXC 26a
Lauch 26a
see also (Apple MLgs; Finder)
leading see (fonts; leading)
Lego 31b
Lidar Research Institute 57b
Listwork 95b-69b
M
Mac Horizons see (magazines and newsletters; Mac Horizons)
Mac Tech Quarterly see (magazines and newsletters; Mac Tech Quarterly)
MacWrite
design goals 2b
display attributes see (monitor; display; Macintosh)
fax modem 38c
fonts see (fonts; Macintosh)
rumors 12a
server duty 58b
MacPaint
print options 2b
MacroTools see (Beagle Bros; MacroTools)
MacTrans 87c
MacWrite
print options 2b, 3a
magazines and newsletters
Ann’ 17a
American Annals of the Deaf The 88b-90c
Apple Assembly Line 12a
Apple II Technical Bulletin 90b
AppleWorks Journal 36b
Buffy 65c
Call-A-P.F.L.E. 89a-90a
Closing the Gap 90b
educational list of 15a
Dr. Dobb’s Journal 78a
InOrder 17a
Journal of Computers in Mathematics and Science Teaching 21b
Journal of Computing in Childhood Education 21b
Journal of Artificial Intelligence in Education 21b
Kilobaud Micrcomputing 89a
Mac Horizons 77b
Mac Tech Quarterly 77b
Newswatch 37a-37b
Physics Today 14a
Reboot 12b
Road Apple: An Apple II “End Users” Underground Newsletter 12b
Sourcorder’s Apprentice The 12b
Technical Solutions 36b
II at Work 36b
Wall Street Journal 9b, 17a
ZNEWS 12b
MECC
Calendar Crafter 7b
Key Caps 7a-7b
Megaboard Perlin see (cards; Perlin Megaboard)
MGA Microsystems 56b
Microbot 21b
Micromodern lie see (modern; Hayes Micromodern lie)
Microsoft Works 31c, 64c, 64b
Mirage 78a
modern
datalink Express 64b
Epic Technologies 67b
fax modem see (Macintosh; fax modem)
Hayes Micromodern lie
Novell Apple Cat 86b
monitor (display)
cable extra long 63c-64a
Macintosh
aspect 2b
resolution 2b
RGB
Apple II adapters 26b, 53b
Magnavox 53b
Thomson 93a-93b
mouse 78a, 87b-87a
MouseDesk 23b
mousetext
AppleWorks 23c-23a
MouseSwitch 86b
N
National Bureau of Standards
Telephone Time Service 14a-14b, 23a-23b
networks 59a
AppleShare 59a-62b, 66b-66c
Admin 59b-62b
Apple II 59a-82b